Space radiation research in the new millenium--from where we come and where we go.
Space radiation research had a significant impact in the past. The physical interaction of heavy charged particles with living matter and the development of models, including microdosimetry, were stimulated by problems encountered in space. New phenomena were discovered. Advanced dosimetric techniques had to be developed and computational methods to describe the radiation field in space. The understanding of the radiobiology of heavy ions, necessary for a well-founded risk assessment and prompted by space radiation research, constitutes also the basis for heavy ion radiotherapy. So far unknown areas like the interaction of microgravity and radiation were opened. The space station will give even more opportunities. For the first time it will be possible to investigate animals for a longer time under the influence of both microgravity and radiation. Living systems can be exposed under well defined conditions with parallel physical measurements. Solar particle events are still an unsolved problem. Significant improvement in their predictability and quantitative description can be expected. All this will not only give exciting opportunities for research but will also translate into immediate benefit for human beings. This paper will attempt to give an overview of the past achievements and glance into the future.